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Notes
The App Map represents each screen that exists 
in the app and the connections between those 
screens. The numbers are referenced in the 
individual screen breakdowns. Stacked screens 
represent template pages. Dotted line screens are 
functionally identical to other screens.
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1.0 iPhone - Dish Selector

Notes
The dish selector is a sort of 'window viewer', 
where the screen is focused in on one dish in a 
huge grid containing all of the dishes separated 
by row into entrée categories, starchy side, 
vegetable side, and dessert. The suggested meal 
will be built from the user's choice at this point.

1. Dish Image
The majority of the page real estate will be covered by 
a large image of a dish, which initially be an entrée. 
When the image is tapped, it will take you to the menu 
overview (2.0) with the selected dish as the basis for 
the suggested meal. Advertisements will be full page 
images used n place of the dish image.

2. Location in grid
It should be visually apparent where you are both 
vertically between category and horizontally within the 
recipes of the category.
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1.0 iPhone - Dish Selector Meal Bar 
Expanded 

Notes
The dish selector is a sort of 'window viewer', 
where the screen is focused in on one dish in a 
huge grid containing all of the dishes separated 
by row into entrée categories, starchy side, 
vegetable side, and dessert. The suggested meal 
will be built from the user's choice at this point.

1. DIsh Image
All four dishes of the meal are shown. If you have just 
started the app or deleted any items, there will be the 
ability to tap the empty slot to add a dish. Whichever 
dish is actively being edited should be indicated as 
well.
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